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Good morning and happy Friday!

We are so excited to be able to launch our VERY FIRST
newsletter today! Make sure you check your inbox every Friday
for a rundown of some of the things we found interesting and
entertaining this week.

Industry News
Nanophotonic devices: their
uses and impact

Nanotechnology is more than just
tiny robots. T hese devices are
changing the way we look (literally)
at healthcare diagnostics and
practice.
Read more
Source: Medical Device Network

Software to predict risk of
sepsis, stroke should be
regulated as a medical
device,
says FDA

T hat's right, certain softwares can
be regulated as medical devices
under new FDA guidelines. Check out
this article to learn how medical
professionals feel about the change
Read more

Source: MedTech Dive

J&J’s Ethicon to Use
Eastman’s Sustainable CoPolyester for Medical Device
Packaging

Ethicon is the first medical device
manufacturer to use a material
based on molecular recycling
technology. T his could be the start
of a greater sustainability effort for
medical device packaging.
Read more
Source: MD+DI Online

Nevro receives FDA approval
for Senza HFX iQ to treat
chronic pain

Medical device company Nevro just
recieved FDA approval for a device
that treats chronic back and leg
pain. T he device can directly adjust
pain relief through an app.
Read more
Source: Medical Device Network

CDRH Launches the Total
Product Life Cycle Advisory
Program Pilot

T he FDA's Center for Devices and
Radiological Health has announced
the launch of the T AP program,
which aims to develop medical
devices that are high-quality, safe,
and effective more rapidly.
Read more
Source: U.S. Food & Drug Administration

Feel Good Stories
Success! NASA's DART
Redirects Asteroid in
'Watershed Moment for
Humanity'

Redirecting an asteroid sounds like
something out of a sci-fi movie. But
this landmark event has changed
space as we know it.
Read more
Source: CNET

This is what happens to your
Brain when you Pet Dogs

Check out this study that explores
our relationships with our furry
friends, and that happy feeling you
get when petting them.
Read more
Source: Medical Daily

Prime Path Weekly Blog

ISO 13485 and 21 CFR 820, What’s The Difference?

Check out this weeks blog, where we give you the run down on what
each standard means, and what the differences are between them.
Read more

Prime Path News
If you are in the Utah area November 10th or plan on making the trip,
come see us at our booth at the BioHive Summit - Utah's premier event
for Life Sciences!
Learn more at primepathmedtech.com/biohive
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